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the poor-rate. But it represented a big step in the develop-
ment of the general mixed workhouse, that typical English
institution, in which the adequate classification of inmates
was soon found to be seldom possible and the herding
together of all sorts and conditions of men and women and
children was bound to lead to degradation and deterioration,
thus converting the workhouse which had been intended as a
measure of economy into a source of expense.
What first attracted attention was the inhumanity of
farming-out all and sundry to the highest bidder and leaving
him free to develop into a middleman who made a profit by
sub-letting them in small batches. So Gilbert's act of 1782
encouraged the re-drawing of a line between those who were
and those who were not able-bodied. For the latter the work-
house was to become a poorhouse, a house of idleness instead
of a school of industry. And the former were to have work
arranged for them direct with any of the local farmers or
other employers who would consent to take them and pay
the parish some small contribution towards their keep. These
roundsmen or billet-men were often bad workers or men
turned off from a depressed trade who might not have found
employers in a trade they did not know if the parish had not
been prepared to bring their meagre earnings up to a bare
subsistence level. But this was not always so; and the way
was opened for farmers to obtain labour at an inadequate
wage—occasionally at first and permanently later—in the
certainty that it would be made up by a parish allowance.
Another less widespread way of providing work, but one
specially favoured in the home counties, was to exempt rate-
payers from their rates if they accepted pauper labour. But
this opened the door to the same abuse: a vicious circle was
liable to be engendered, in which every farmer wanted cheap
labour because every other farmer in the parish was getting
it, and rural workers might be driven into dependence on
the parish through difficulty in earning a real and sufficient
wage.
Besides the problem of work for the workless and relief for

